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ART. X.-Extract from a Report to C. P. PATTERSON, Supt. 
Coast and Geodetic Survey,. b'y W. H. DALL, Assistant in 
charge of schooner "Yukon," employed on the coast of 
Alaska. 

ON the 11th of August, after a stormy and tedious passage, 
we arrived at Plover Bay, in Eastern Siberia, near Bering 
Strait.. The longitude of this place has been independently 
determmcd from San Francisco and St. Petersbmg, so that it 
afforded a convenient place for rating our chronometers before 
beginning work on our coast in the Arctic. We obtained good 
observations for time and a full series of magnetics. 

The surroundings of the anchorage are barren and dreary, 
the rocky hills covered with material comminuted by the frost 
and presenting little vegetation, except a luxuriant growth of 
lichens. The people here are the Asiatic Eskimo, described by 
Nordenskjold, modern emigrants from America, few in number 
and deteriorated by use of alcohol obtained from illicit traders. 
They gave us no trouble, however, and the fine weathel' made 
our stay here quite pleasant. When we arrived, late at night. 
two canoes, containing the entire population, came out to meet 
us, it being the practice of the traders to give everybody a 
drink on their arrival" to facilitate trade." They asked for 
"lum" (rum) and were infOl'med we had none. "No got lum ! 
American schooner no got lum I (with rising indignation), Lie! 
Lum got I" was the exclamation of a linguist among them. 
However, much to their disgust, they were finally convinced 
we were not traders and departed, leaving us in peace. 

On the 14th of August we sailed f1'om Plover Bay to the 
Arctic, having light breezes and fine weather. On the 20th, 
we anchored behind Cape Lisburne, on the American shore in 
the Arctic, nearly 200 miles north of Bering Strait. The air 
was balmy, the sun warm and bright: no snow or ice visible 
on land or water, and the banks covered with flowers, among 
which daisies, monkshood and forget-me-nots were conspicuous. 
The natives were the most curious and annoying beggars we 
met during the voyage, and it was necessary to have a guard 
on hand to keep an eye on the instrument cases, etc., while ob· 
servations were going on, lest they should be stolen. However, 
we lost nothing except our patience now and then, and obtained 
good observations for latitude, time, and a good series of mag
netics. 

The land hereabouts is high for the most part, and contains 
beds of good coal, belonging to the true Carboniferous period, 
with limestones containing many fossil corals and other Paleo
zoic remains. The revenue cutter "Corwin" coaled several 
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times from these beds, which are near the beach, and reported 
the coal of good quality. It will prove of importance if steam 
whaleships come into general use in this region. 

We sailed for Icy Oape the next day, but the wind be~ng 
light, did not reach it until the 25th of August. That evenIng 
we proceeded, seeing several whaleships, and the following 
aftel'l1oon spoke the cutter, who reported ice near at hand, and 
that she did not think we could p!'Oceec1 much further with 
safety. vVe soon made the ice, which was about eleven miles 
off shore and nearly parallel with it, consisting. of floating 
fragments, much soiled with mud and rising seldom more than 
tell feet above the water, forming a fringe around of solid fields 
of rather rough pack ice, extending beyond the range of vision 
from the masthead. 

We spoke several of the whalers as we proceeded. All repre
sented the ice as moving in toward the land. Tbe night before 
it had moved in eighteen miles, there being a strong northerly 
willd. After passing Point Belcher and finding that off the 
Sea Horse Islands there was only a quarter of a mile of open 
water, we decided to [Lllcllor and await further developments. 
'rhe weather was cloudy with heavy wet fog. That night the 
ice moved in three miles towtm] shore; the wind also strength
ened; the weather showed no signs of improvement, and, 
rather than risk being grounded by the ice with only two 
months' provisions on board, I decided to take advantage of 
the favorable wind and return to the southward, where there 
was still much work to do. We reached nearly the latitude of 
Point Barrow, and were about fifty miles westward from it. 
The country ill this vicinity was almost perfectly flat, and 
nothing like a hill or rise was visible anywhere. 

The vegetation was quite dense on the land, but less profuse 
than at Oape LisbUl'lle and with fewer flowers. Large lumps of 
coal lay on the beach, which had been pushed up by the ice 
f!'Om the bottom of the sea, but no bed rock could be seen, 
and the soil seemed to be ch iefly a sort of red gravel. At 
a depth of two feet is a stratum of pure ice (not frozen soil) 
of unknown depth. This formation extends, with occasional 
gaps, north to Point Barrow and east to Return Reef, where 
the ice layer is about six feet above the level of the sea. It 
goes SOll th at least as far as Icy Oape without any decirled 
break, and is found in different localities as far south as Kotze
bue Sound. 

We sailed on the 28th of August from Point Belcher and 
entered Kotzebue Sound on the 30th. The next morning, 
August 31st, we anchored in Ohamisso Harbor, Eschscholtz 
Bay, in which vicinity we remained four days. We were beset 
with natives from an quarters, eager to trade and much disap-
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pointed that we had nothing to sell. It was fortunate that no 
rumsellers had been in the vicinity, for the numher of the na
tives was so great that they might easily have taken charge if 
they had been so disposed. 

We obtained a first rate series of observations of all kinds 
on Chamisso Island. On the 2d of September, the weather 
being unsuitable [or observations, I took the large boat and 
crew and crossed the bay toward Elephant Point, the site of 
the extraordinary ice formation, fiest observed by Kotzebue 
and afterward reported on by Beechey and Seemann. 

We landed on a small, low point near some old huts, and 
proceeded along the beach about a mile, the banks being chiefly 
composed of volcallic breccia or a slaty gneissoid rock. They 
rose fifteen to fifty feet in height above the sea, rising inland to 
hilly slopes, without peaks alld probably not attnining more 
than three or four hundred feet anywhere in the vicinity. 

As we passed eastward along the beach, a change look place 
in the character of the banks They became lower and the 
rise inland was less. From reddisb volcanic rock they changed 
to a grayish clay, containing much vegetable matter, whicb, in 
some places, was in ::Itrata in the clay, alld in otherI' indiscrimi
nately mixed with it. Near the beginning of these clay banks, 
where they were quite low, not rising over twenty feet above 
the shore, we noticed one layer of sphagnum (bog moss) con
taining marl of fl'esh water shells. belonging to the genera 
Pisidium, Valvata, etc. This layer was about six inches thick. 
The cla.y was of a very tough con~istency, and, though wet, 
did not stick to or yield much under the feet. The sea breaks 
against the foot of these banks and undermines them, causing 
them to fall down, and the rough irregular talus that results is 
mingled with turf and bushes from the surface above. A little 
farther on a perpendicular surface of ice was noticed in the face 
of the bank. It appeared to be solid and free from mixture of 
soil, except on the outside. r:!.'he banks continued to increase 
slowly but regularly in height as we passed eastward. A little 
farthei' on another ice-face presented itself on a larger scale. 
This continues about two miles and a half to Elephant Point, 
when' the high land turns ahruptly to the south and west, and 
we followed it no farther. r:!.'he point itself is boggy and low, 
and is continued from the foot of the high land,. perhaps half a 
mile to the eastward, forming the northwest headland to a shal
low bay of considerable extent. 

To return to the "cliffs": these for a considerable distance 
were double; that is, there was an ice·face exposed near the 
beach with a small talus in fmnt of it, and covered with a 
coating of soil two or three feet thick, on which luxuriant 
vegetation was growing. All this might be thirty feet in height. 
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On climbing to the brow of this bank, the rise from that brow 
proved to be broken, hummocky and full of crevices and holes; 
in fact, a second talus on a larger scale, ascending to the foot of 
a second ice·face, above which was a layer of soil one to three 
feet thick covered with herbage. 

The brow of this second bluff we estimated at eighty feet or 
more above the sea. Thence the land rose slowly and gradu
ally to a rounded ridge, reaching the height of three or four 
hundred feet only, at a distance of several miles from the sea, 
with its axis in a north-and-south direction, a low valley west 
from it, the shallow bay at Elephant Point east from it, and its 
northern end abutting in the cliffs above described on the 
southern shore of Eschscholtz Bay. Thet'e were no mountains 
or other high land about this ridge in any direction, all the sur
face around was lower than the ridge itself. 

About half a mile from the sea, on the highest part of the 
ridge perhaps two hundred and fifty feet above high water 
mark, at a depth of a foot, we came to a solidly frozen stratum, 
consisting chiefly of bog moss and vegetable mould, but con· 
taining good-sized lumps of clear ice. There seemed no reason 
to doubt that an extension of the digging would have brought 
us to solid, clear ice, such as was visible at tbe face of the 
bluff below. That is to say, it appeared that the ridge itself, 
two miles wide and two hundred and fifty feet high, was chiefly 
composed of solid ice overlaid with clay and vegetable mould. 
It was noticeable that there was much less clay over the top of 
the upper ice-face than was visible over the lower one, or over 
the single face when there was but one and the land and
bluff were low near the beach. There also seemed to be less 
vegetable matter. Near the beach six or eight feet of clay 
were observed in some places, without counting what might 
be considered as talus matter from further up the hillside. In 
one place only did we notice a little fine, reddish gravel, and 
now here in the talus or strata any stones. 

The ice-face near the beach was not uniform. In many 
places it was covered with clay to the water's edge. In others, 
where the bank was less than ten feet high, the turf had bent 
without bl'eaking after being undermi lied, and presented a 
mossy and herbaceous front, curving over quite to high 
water mark. 

The ice in general had a semi-stratified appearance, as if it 
still retained the horizontal plane in which it originally con
gealed. The surface was always soiled by dirty water from 
the earth above. This dirt was, howevel', merely superficial. 
The outer inch or two of the ice seemed granular, like 
compacted hail, and was sometimes whitish. The illside was 
solid and transparent, or slightly yellow-tinged, li-ke peat water, 
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but never greenish or bluish like glacier ice. But in many 
places the ice presented the aspect of immen8e cakes or frag
ments, irregularly disposed, over which it appeared as if the 
clay, etc., had been deposited. Small pinnacles of ice ran up 
into the clay in-some places, and, above, holes were seen in the 
face of the clay·bank, where it looked as if a detached frag
ment of ice had been and had been melted out, leaving its 
mould in the clay quite perfect. 

In other places the ice was penetrated with deep holes, into 
which the clay and vegetable matter had been deposited in lay
ers, and which (the ice melting away from around them) 
appeared as clay and muck cylinders on the ice·face. Large 
rounded holes or excavations of inegular form had evidently 
existed on the top of the ice before the clay, etc., had been de
posited. These were usually filled with a finer-grained deposit 
of clay with less vegetable matter, and the layers were waved, 
as .if the deposit had been affected by current action while 
gOll1g on. 

In these places was noticed, especially, the most unexpected 
fact connected with the whole formation, namely, a strong, 
peculiar smell, as of rotting nnimal matter, burnt leather and 
stable manure combined. This odor was not confined to the 
spots above mentioned, and was not quite the same at all places, 
but had the same general character wherever it was noticed. 
A large part of the clay had no particular smell. At the places 
where the odor was strongest, it was observed to emanate par
ticularly from darker, pasty spots in the clay (though perm ate
ing elsewhere), leading to the supposition that these might be 
remains of the soft parts of the mammoth and other animals, 
whose bones are daily washed out by the sea from the clay 
talus. 

At or near these spots, where the odor was strongest, a 
rusty, red lichen, or lichen-like fungus, grew on the wet clay of 
the talus in extensive patches. Some of these, of the bad 
smelling deposit, and as many bones of the mammoth, fo::;sil 
buffalo, etc., as we could carry were secured. These inclnded 
a mammoth tusk, with both ends gone, but still five and a half 
feet long and six inches in diameter, which I shall forward to 
the office. Dwarf birches, alders, seven OJ· eight feet high, 
with sterns three inches in diameter, and a luxuriant growth of 
herbage, including numerous very toothsome berries, grew with 
the roots less than a foot from perpetual solid ice. 

The formation of the surrounding country shows no high 
land or rocky hills, from which a glacier might have been de
rived and then covered with debris from their sides. The con
tinuit.y of the mossy surface showed that the ice must be quite 
destitute of motion, and the circumstances appeared to point to 
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one conclusion, that .there is here a ridge of solid ice, rlslng 
several hundred feet above the sea, and higher than any of the 
land about it, and oldel' than the mammoth and fossil borse: 
this ice taking upon itself the functions of a regular stratified 
rock. '1'he formation, though visited before, has not hitherto 
been intelligibly described fmm a geological standpoint. 
Though many facts may remain to be investigated, and what· 
ever be the conclusions as to its origin and mode of preRerva
tion, it certainly remains one of the most wonderful and 
puzzling geological phenomena in existence. 

On the 3d of September we sailed from Chamisso Harbor 
for Bering Strait, arriving off East Cape of Asia about 6 A. M. 
of the 5th. Broken ice intervened between us and the shore, 
and the bight southward from the cape was packed full of ice. 
We could not approach nearer to the shore than four miles. 

The wind was fresh but the opportunity seemed tolerably 
favorable, and I concluded to attempt making the hydrother
mal section across Bering Strait at once, rather than risk the 
chance of a more favorable opportunity with its possible long 
delays. We therefore proceeded acmss the strait at its narrow
est part, taking temperatul'es at short intervals on the surface 
and soundings with serial five-fathom temperatures every four 
miles, as nearly as we could determine at the time. 

The shallow depth of water facilitated our work very much, 
as we were able to bring up several gallons of water in the 
bivalve water-buckets, from any depth, in a few seconds and 
test it with an unprotected thermometer, giving us much more 
accurate results than the Casella thermometers are capable of. 
We found the wind growing more and more severe, and were 
obliged to reef down during the latter part of the day, but 
succep.ded in getting our last serial sounding, completing the 
section at a time when we should at any rate have had to cease 
work, so heavy was the sea produced by the wind against the 
tide. Finally, we were very glad to run fOI' shelter to Port 
Clarence, which we reached the following morning quite early. 

The diagrams* appended to this report will show the details 
of the work, and I'may say here, that the general conclusion 
reached from these, with previous and subsequent observations 
in the strait, was as follows: The water is warmest toward the 
American side, and cools gradually toward the Asiatic side. 
The highest temperature is 48° F. and the lowest about 36° F. 
The uniform succession of the vertical curves, representing de
grees of temperature, is somewhat interfered with by an eddy 
around the Diomede Islets in the middle of the strait, but is 
otherwise very regular. 

* The diagram of hydrothermal section, showing surface temperatures and 
depth, is the only one that could be engraved in time for this issue. 
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The uniformity of the temperatures from top to bottom, does 
away with the idea of a sub-surface current from the Arctic 
Ocean, carrying cold water southward, a result I had expected, 
and confirmatory of my suspicions expressed in the Appendix 
to the Coast Pilot of Alaska, and of Onatzevich's observations 
on the Kamchatka coast. 

Our current observations showed another conclusion to be 
probable, though a more thorough investigation will be re
quired to place it beyond quest.ion, namely, that the northerly 
current through the strait and along the Arctic Ocean is chiefly 
dependent on the tide for its force and direction, and on the 
warming of the shallow waters of Norton Sound and the 
" Yukon" and vicinity, for its high temperature, which is 
greater than any of the Bering Sea water south of St. Law
rence Island. This would agree with the observations of ex
plorers along the Siberian coasts and elsewhere, where large 
bodies of comparatively warm water, derived from large rivers, 
are poured out over shallow areas of a cold sea basin. 

The direction of the current in the strait, when we were lying 
near the Diomedes, was reversed by the tide, and the vessel 
tailed in opposite directions during flood and ebb. The rate 
varied with the strength of the tide, and during our stay did 
not exceed three knots. The directions .agreed with the trend 
of the land on either side of Cape Prince of Wales (along 
which the tide runs and would naturally gather its greatest 
velocity), and as a consequence diagonally across the stl'ait. 

Earl'y in the morning of the 10th of September we arrived at 
the Diomedes, and were most fortunate, notwithstanding a very 
strong breeze was blowing, to be able to make a lee under the 
end of the Big Diomede, and a landing on the snow in a small 
gully, where observations could be taken. Had the wind varied 
half a point from its direction this could not have been done, 
and weeks might have passed without an opportunity. 

These islands are granite domes, rising abruptly from the 
water, and their sides rendered perpendicular by the action of 
the sea. The water is bold to; there are no beaches. The 
weather has acted on the surface of the top of the islands so as 
to make a sort of broken table-land, the drainage from which 
has cut a few gullies in the granite bluffs. By digging into 
the rubbish and massing it below, the natives have obtained 
spaces sufficiently level to bold a few huts. There are two vil
lages, one on each island. Fairway Rock"at no great distance, 
is uninhabited and almost inaccessible. Near our station was 
one but-empty-and by climbing up the gl1lly, by steps la
boriously excavated in the crumbling granite, the natives were 
able to go over the top of the island to the village on the 
other side. 
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Millions of birds afford a large item of subsistence, and seal, 
and later in the season some walrus, are taken by these natives, 
who act as middle-men in trading between Asia and America. 
A short but satisfactory set, each, of time, latitude, dip, inten
sity aud azimuth was obtained, with angles determining the 
position of the adjacent island and the prominelit features of 
the mainland on either side. 

One of the most important results of the occupation of this 
station was the determination of the fact that the boundary 
line, as defined by the treaty, does pass between the two islands 
without touching either, as was assumed in that document, but 
which had been put in doubt by certain erroneous charts of the 
vicinity. 

I may say that the decreasing easterly variation which we 
pointed out in 1873, was extremely marked in the northern 
stations occupied, some of the results showing five or six de
grees less variation than is indicated on the latest charts. A 
thorough expiication of the results must, of course, await the 
final revision of the computations. 
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